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General Comments
General Comments

Rationale

For consistency and clarity, PDA recommends that
CDER and CBER establish identical positions for each
voluntary consensus standard, except as necessary in
specific and limited circumstances.
To the extent that one Center intends to define or
interpret terms relevant to the standards recognition
process (e.g., “conflict” and “comparable”), we strongly
urge that Center to collaborate with the other to
ensure consistency of interpretation.
To achieve this consistency, PDA encourages CDER to
communicate and collaborate with relevant CBER staff
in implementing the PQSWG process. A joint CBERCDER Working Group might be established to consider
standards that are relevant to both drugs and
biologics.

Specific Comments to the Text
Line No. Current Text
149

The PQSWG intends to
develop an internal process
for informally recognizing
standards in whole or in
part, and document this
process in a publicly
Parenteral Drug Association (PDA)

Critical
Comment?
Y/N

Not only do individual companies deal in both CDER- and CBER regulated
products, some voluntary consensus standards address issues that are
relevant to drug and biologic products. At the simplest level, it would
seem that standards on such topics as supply chain, good distribution
practices, and data integrity generally should be acceptable to CBER if
acceptable to CDER, and vice versa. If CBER chose not to accept a
standard recognized by CDER, this could cause confusion. Likewise, if
CDER considers a voluntary consensus standard to be comparable to an
official compendial standard, it would create significant confusion within
industry if CBER did not take the same view, to the extent that the
standard is relevant to both drugs and biologics.
This alignment of perspectives between CDER and CBER would avoid
confusion within industry at many stages: at adoption of the standard or
use in a regulatory filing, at the time of inspection or other agency
interpretation, at sunsetting of the standard, and others. It also would
avoid unnecessary duplication of work within FDA.

Y

Proposed Change

Rationale

Add: The PQSWG process also will
address how the PQSWG intends to
review and consider updates to
recognized standards. In addition, the
Manual of Policies and Procedures will
discuss the PQSWG’s procedures for
withdrawing recognition of a standard,
which may occur when a standard is

These initial documents should discuss how
the agency will consider updates to a
recognized standard, and the steps the
agency will take before it withdraws
recognition of a standard, as these steps are
necessary to ensuring the continuing
relevance of the recognized standards. The
possibility that CDER may recognize only

Critical
Comment?
Y/N
Y
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Line No.

161

268

Current Text

Proposed Change

Rationale

available Manual of Policies
and Procedures.

superseded or when a new standard is
found to be conflicting and superior.

The PQSWG should confirm
that each proposed voluntary
consensus standard will not
be in conflict with any
statute, regulation, or policy
under which FDA operates.

Add: The PQSWG also should consider
whether a newly submitted standard
conflicts with a standard that FDA
previously has recognized. If two
standards conflict, the Manual of Policies
and Procedures should address the
steps that PQSWG will take to provide
clarity to regulated industry.

part of a standard adds complexity to both
the consideration of updates and the review
of potential conflicts between standards, as
discussed below, and also should be
discussed more carefully in the MAPP.

CDER may informally
recognize alternate
standards that are
comparable to the USP
standard or that provide
advantages over the USP
standard.
Parenteral Drug Association (PDA)

PDA strongly supports this approach but
encourages CDER to provide more
clarity around the determination of
comparability. Specifically, PDA
suggests that CDER define how
comparability and “advantages” are to
be determined or, at a minimum, the
general process to be followed in

While multiple standards may occupy the
same space, it is unlikely that they will
exactly align. Therefore, it is critical that
CDER identify and address conflicts before
recognizing standards. PDA recommends
that the conflict assessment process include
dialogue with the relevant SDOs.

Critical
Comment?
Y/N

Y

Further, PDA recommends that CDER
establish a process by which regulated
industry can raise potential conflicts for
further consideration by CDER.

We caution that mere non-alignment may
exist, and should be considered differently
than conflict. A definition of “conflict” may
be necessary.

PDA believes that regulated industry is
likely to need this additional information in
order to be comfortable using alternate
standards in place of USP standards.

Y
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Line No.

164

Current Text

Proposed Change

If the proposed voluntary
consensus standard for
informal recognition meets
the PQSWG’s qualifying
criteria:

making that determination. PDA also
suggests that CDER define the parties
that are permitted to determine
comparability.
Add: The PQSWG will allow public
comment on the proposed voluntary
consensus standard.

Parenteral Drug Association (PDA)

Rationale

Critical
Comment?
Y/N

Public announcement of standards under
consideration, with an opportunity for
comment, would allow industry experts to
provide technical input that may help shape
CDER’s review. CDER could provide this
notice through the same searchable
database that the Center will use to
publicize the list of recognized standards.
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